
5th UConn Linguistics Graduate Roundtable

Saturday, December :2th, 20:5
:0:30am–5:00pm
Laurel Hall 202

Roundtable Program

:0:30–:0:55 Coffee & Doughnuts

:0:55–:::00 Opening Remarks

:::00–:2:00 Session :

:::00–:::20 Adrian Stegovec Postcards from a very personal journey around the world
I will present a brief overview of my recent typological survey of person restrictions
found with agreement, clitics, and (weak) pronouns. I will mostly focus on the implica-
tions of my findings for existing analyses of the Person Case Constraint.

:::20–:::40 Zheng Shen Two Asymmetries in Agreement
Something not very groundbreaking on agreement and asymmetries.

:::40–:2:00 Hiromune Oda & Yuta Two Types of Japanese ‘Before’-Clauses
Tatsumi In this talk, we will present confirmatory evidence in favor of Sharvit’s (20:4) sugges-

tions that there are two types of ‘before’ in Japanese. In Japanese, a so-called Geis-
ambiguities is observed in a ‘before’-clause with a demonstrative, a measure phrase, and
a vague quantifier, but not in a clause without those elements. We account for the obser-
vation by adopting both Kusumoto’s (:999) TP-taking "before" and Watanabe’s (2009)
DP-taking ‘before’. We further show some consequences of this analysis with respect to
operator movement.

:2:00–::00 Lunch Break

::00–2:00 Session 2

::00–::20 Paula Fenger One needs to be properly fertilized to bear fruit
In this talk I will talk compare impersonal pronouns such as English one and Ger-
man man with impersonal pronouns in several East Asian languages such as Chinese,
Japanese, Korean and Vietnamese. Holmberg and Phimsawat (20:5) argue that the im-
personal pronoun in Thai is null and can refer to non-humans. This is a new finding,
since it is usually believed that impersonal pronouns only refer to humans. I will report
data from East Asian languages and see how they are different from Thai and Germanic
impersonal pronouns.

:



::20–::40 Gabriel Martinez Revisiting Aguaruna’s Phonology: Phoneme Inventory and Nasalization
In this presentation, I address two topics with regard to Aguaruna’s phonology. First,
I will briefly describe the inventory of the language’s phonemes making small amend-
ments to previous characterizations. Second, I will address nasality, in particular , on
the one hand, nasal spreading and, on the other hand, denasalizationt in the consonan-
tal domain. Nasal spreading, which is, perhaps, the most salient phonological feature of
Aguaruna, is strongly tied to vowels, which, when presenting [+nasal], spread nasality
to the rest of the word if no consonants (even nasals) appear to block it. Denasalization
is strongly tied to consonants: oral environments tend to make consonants oral. Based
on the discussion, I claim that nasality is not contrastive in the consonant domain and
explore its consequences for Aguaruna phonology.

::40–2:00 Ksenia Bogomolets Clashes are stressful
( Joint work with Abbie
Thornton)

In this talk, I will present some first steps in disentangling stress patterns in Arapaho. I
will discuss one particularly interesting property of the stress system: it tolerates stress
clashes in some environments but not others. This talk will give a preliminary morpho-
phonological generalizations on those environments.

2:00–2:20 Coffee Break

2:20–3:20 Session 3

2:20–2:40 Sabine Laszakovits Something on a groundbreaking new theoretical approach
In this talk I will examine how novel and groundbreaking this approach is.

2:40–3:00 Hiroaki Saito Parameterizing embedded imperatives
I will show that cross-linguistically there are (at least) four types of languages regarding
embedded imperatives. Observing an implicational relation in possibilities of embedded
imperatives, I propose a parametric hierarchy.

3:00–3:20 Marcin Dadan How plurality distributes: the case of Polish po-distr

3:20–3:40 Coffee Break

3:40–5::0 Session 4 – Invited Talk

3:40–5::0 Ian Roberts The Null Subject Parameter in the 2:st Century
University of Cambridge

5::0– General discussion, hanging out, and Dinner Reception
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